Containment is the term generally used to characterize American policy towards the USSR after the Second World War, when it consisted of a series of attempts to deal with the power and position won by the USSR in order to reshape postwar international order. Containment, as originally articulated by its chief architect, George F. Kennan, was always contested, for example because it did not clarify whether Soviet behaviour had strictly national or ideological roots, and would result in the USSR’s having the initiative about where and when to act. Nonetheless, throughout the Cold War it remained US policy, partly because of the failure in 1953–4 of the alternative, ‘liberation’ and ‘rollback’. Although containment changed and sometimes seemed to have broken down, for example in the Vietnam War, the imprint of Kennan’s ideas—perhaps more than anyone else’s—endured. After 1989 it seemed that containment had no place in the peaceful multilateral environment which seemed to be emerging; however, it proved adaptable to a range of post-Cold War situations, including some which appear to have little in common with the context and goals of containment’s original formulation: among these are the challenges posed to US national security by the so-called rogue states.

The endurance of containment suggests that it possesses what Gaddis terms transferability: the capacity of a grand strategy from the past to transcend the circumstances that produced it to suggest what should be emulated and what avoided in future policy. Drawing on Gaddis’s claim and the methodology of structured, focused comparison between ‘deviant’ heuristic case-studies, which allow the testing of theory beyond traditional boundaries, this article uses Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah and Hamas to demonstrate a hitherto
unexplored argument that containment is transferable (with some permutations) from state level to a relationship between states and territorial transnational actors (TNA). Territorial TNA, like other TNA, make ‘contacts, coalitions, and interactions across state boundaries that are not controlled by the central foreign policy organs of government’. However, territorial TNA are distinctive in seeking to use some sort of territorial base; comprising well-organized politico-military organizations that pursue de facto foreign policies, they are thus formidable antagonists of individual states. The article contributes to the debate on containment by examining the under-researched topic of containing territorial TNA in relation to four issues: the circumstances producing containment; its applicability to territorial TNA; the objectives of containment; and the role of legitimacy as a component of containment.

The article is organized in three sections. The first explores the ideas instilled by Kennan’s thinking in debates on containment during and after the Cold War, and acts as a theoretical matrix for evaluating Israel’s foreign policy. The second and third sections focus respectively on Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah (2000–11) and Hamas (2006–11). The timeframes are based on the events marking the beginning of Israel’s containment policies towards Hezbollah and Hamas, and the Arab uprisings in the Middle East, which, because they are likely to change Israel’s foreign policy environment (though not necessarily its containment stance) in ways that cannot be foreseen at the time of writing, seem a useful endpoint for the analysis.

The examination demonstrates that Israel’s actions and use of foreign policy tools reflect an internal logic that generated what I describe as limited containment and comprehensive containment. Limited containment is used to keep within confines the security threat posed by an adversary—measured in terms of frequency and lethality of attacks suffered; comprehensive containment involves keeping within confines an opponent’s military challenge and using this containment to generate political change in the adversary.

**Containment during and after the Cold War**

Scholars and policy-makers have debated what Kennan meant by containment. His notion became clearer following declassification of National Security Council and Policy Planning Staff documents from 1947–9, and other material from the Cold
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10 Foreign policy is defined here as the external actions of an independent actor (usually a state) in international relations, intended to shape and manage its foreign relations. This definition draws on Hill, *The changing politics of foreign policy*, p. 3.
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War period. Kennan refers to a strategy rooted in a predominantly pessimistic reading of international relations that is nonetheless optimistic about the possibilities of restraining rivalries, based on an understanding that the alternative foreign policy options towards the USSR—appeasement, accommodation, outright war—would be dangerous, possibly deadly. Containment was underpinned by the assumption that the USSR was ridden with internal contradictions and politically and economically was exceedingly vulnerable. Kennan believed that the USSR contained the seeds of its own decay, and argued that steady pressure exerted over several years would lead to a mellowing of Soviet power and, possibly, its eventual breakup.

To achieve this, Kennan suggested, the US possessed various foreign policy tools, which he referred to as ‘measures short of war’. These included economic ‘carrots and sticks’, diplomacy and military force, this last being considered particularly useful for making political positions credible, deterring attacks and encouraging allies. Military intervention was an option, though only under very particular circumstances. Other measures included fostering competition in the communist world and buttressing the capitalist economies to demonstrate Soviet shortcomings. Kennan argued that the more the USSR’s deficiencies were exposed, the greater would be the disintegrating and eroding effect of containment. Meanwhile, the carrot of a happier, more successful life than under Soviet rule would remove, or at least mitigate, the conditions for and prospects of communism’s spread, especially into Western Europe.

Pressure through the use of multiple foreign policy tools was not aimed primarily at the USSR’s military threat; after the Second World War, it was assumed that the Soviets had neither the will nor the capability to launch a military strike against the United States. Containment was aimed mainly at curtailing the USSR’s ability to gain influence via psychological and political means, particularly among its immediate neighbours. As the Cold War developed, this implied: restoring the balance of power in areas threatened by Soviet expansionism; reducing the scope of Soviet influence through cautious exploitation of the antagonisms between Moscow and the international communist movement; and pursuing the long-run objective of altering the Soviet concept of international relations to facilitate a negotiated settlement.
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15 Shapiro, Containment, pp. 5–6; Gaddis, ‘Containment: a reassessment’, pp. 878–9; Gaddis, Strategies of containment, pp. 38–49.
However, Kennan was acutely aware of the need to maintain legitimacy; containment should not destroy what it sought to defend. Specifically, US strategists were concerned that the effort to contain an authoritarian adversary should not challenge democracy through the imposition of a command economy or a garrison state, or abridgement of democratic procedures. International legitimacy was of less concern in relation to the West since, as Buzan argues, US leadership was generally backed by a following of loyal allies and seen as preferable to Soviet domination.

Thus, containment emerged in the context of the Cold War, and was employed by the United States towards a particular actor. Could it transcend these boundaries? The test came with the end of the Cold War. Competition among the Great Powers was over. The world seemed to be moving towards multipolarity, greater diversity of actors and less hierarchy. The greater prominence of ethnic nationalism, terrorism and discord inside states as determinants of conflict implied that the sources of disorder in international politics were changing.

Nonetheless, containment remained a tenet of US foreign policy, but towards a different type of actor—the so-called rogue states of Cuba, North Korea, Iran, Iraq and Libya. Despite their different histories, cultures, economies and geopolitical positions, these countries were treated by US strategists as a single group, with emphasis placed on the challenges they posed to US national security: pursuit of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), use of terrorism as an instrument of state policy and the threat to western material interests in key regions. Containment was invoked to respond to these challenges, most systematically perhaps in the policy of dual containment towards Iran and Iraq. For almost a decade this policy exhibited some of Kennan’s key Cold War principles. For example, dual containment emerged as a third way between what were deemed the undesirable and even unviable foreign policy options towards Iran and Iraq of accommodation or total war. Reflecting Kennan’s thinking, dual containment was designed to exert pressure to exacerbate the internal contradictions and vulnerabilities in these countries’ regimes, creating strains that would enforce mellowed behaviour and, eventually, might cause their collapse.

To this end the United States employed multiple foreign policy tools, including the maintenance of alliances with states friendly to Washington that potentially could be affected by Iran and Iraq (for example, Turkey and the Gulf Cooperation Council states) and diplomatic and economic measures, such as sanctions, to contain the political influence of Iran and Iraq in the Gulf and the threat it
posed to the material interests of the United States and its allies (for example, sanctions on Iraq following the 1990–91 Gulf War, and the August 1996 Iran–Libya Sanctions Act).24 Echoing US policy towards the USSR, dual containment entailed the deployment of US military capabilities deemed sufficient to deter or respond to aggressive acts from Iran and Iraq and to support US allies. Thus, following the 1991 Gulf War, America, Britain and France imposed two no-fly zones over Iraq. At the same time, the United States did not rule out engagement or a form of post-Cold War detente with the rogue states.

US containment towards rogue states differed from Kennan’s notion of containment in not being directed towards states that might exploit their ideological appeal to people in other countries to take over their states. By the 1990s, even Iran’s revolutionary ambitions were significantly tempered by the death of Ayatollah Khomeini, the enduring effects of the Iran–Iraq War, and the rise of the United States as the sole superpower.25 And containment after the Cold War was not articulated in the context of a strategic contest between two states at the systemic level, but was implemented to deal with the challenges rogue states posed to US national security, as noted above.26

Critics point to the gap between the goals and results of dual containment. Despite the intense pressure exerted on the Iran and Iraq regimes, neither changed its policies on issues that mattered to the United States: pursuit of WMD, support for terrorist groups and the use of state terrorism. Critics argued that dual containment was driven not by US interests, but by the political agenda of the then Republican-dominated Congress, and that it provoked unnecessary frictions between the United States and its allies in Europe and Japan. It was suggested that US imposition of extraterritorial sanctions was not upheld by international law and exacted a disproportionate commercial price.27 As the effects of sanctions became steadily more severe (particularly in Iraq), dual containment was increasingly criticized on humanitarian grounds.28 Nevertheless, containment endured until it was replaced by war and pre-emption following the 9/11 attacks.29

The record of containment during and after the Cold War shows that, at state level, it encompasses what Gaddis terms ‘transferability’. Four transferable principles stem from the above account. First, containment arose as an alternative to other foreign policy options—accommodation or total war—deemed undesirable, dangerous or deadly. Second, the containing and contained entities (the latter being a revolutionary or a rogue state) had a common perception of risk which, at the most basic level, was the aspiration to survive as a political entity, and decision-

24 Litwak, Rogue states and US foreign policy, p. 5; Lake, ‘Confronting backlash states’, p. 46.
27 On this subject, see Kenneth Katzman, Richard Murphy, Fraser Cameron, Robert Litwak, Gary Sick and Thomas Stauffer, ‘The end of the dual containment: Iran, Iraq and smart sanctions’, Middle East Policy 8: 3, Sept. 2001, p. 76.
28 The point was made by Zbigniew Brzezinski, Brent Scowcroft and Richard Murphy, ‘Differentiated containment’, Foreign Affairs 73: 2, 1997, pp. 20–31.
29 For the shift under Bush, see Shapiro, Containment; Stevenson, Counter-terrorism.
making frameworks for managing and responding to containment. Third, there was an assumption that internal contradictions and vulnerabilities existed in the target entity and that pressure on these states would exacerbate these tensions, prompting softened behaviour and possibly eventual collapse. Here, there is a difference between Cold War and post-Cold War containment. During the Cold War the United States used containment primarily to contain the USSR politically; after the Cold War it employed containment to deal with the challenges posed by rogue states to its national security. Fourth, containment needed to garner legitimacy. During the Cold War the main concern was that containment should be congruent with US domestic values; after the Cold War international legitimacy proved the greater concern.

As long as it abides by its transferable principles, then, containment can be applied in different international contexts, towards different types of actors: the USSR during the Cold War, rogue states after the Cold War. Using this account as a theoretical matrix, the following sections argue that Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah and Hamas demonstrates that, with some rearrangements, containment is transferable from state level to state/territorial TNA level.

**Containing Hezbollah**

On 24 May 2000 Israel withdrew its forces unilaterally from the Security Zone in south Lebanon it had occupied since 1985, following the failure of Israeli–Syrian negotiations to yield a peace treaty, and the growing perception among politicians, civil society groups and members of the public that Israel’s presence in the Security Zone was ineffective. Subsequently, Israel indicated that its foreign policy towards Hezbollah would be based on two pillars. The first of these was full implementation of the 1978 United Nations Security Council Resolution 425, which called ‘upon Israel immediately to cease its military action against Lebanese territorial integrity and withdraw forthwith its forces from all Lebanese territory’. Israel’s Prime Minister, Ehud Barak, judged that full implementation would deprive Hezbollah of the legitimacy to launch attacks across the Israeli border, and create ‘an invisible barrier between the IDF [Israeli Defence Forces] and Hezbollah forces’. The second pillar was deterrence: Hezbollah and Syria were warned they would ‘bear the responsibility for any act of aggression or terrorism against Israel, and that the bar of Israel’s response will be high’.
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34 Barak, testimony before the Winograd Commission, p. 6. The PM acknowledged that the disputed Shebaa Farms were not included in this category.
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Hezbollah continued to mount attacks on Israeli military and civilian targets, justifying them variously as deterring attacks on Lebanon, as exerting pressure on Israel to release Lebanese prisoners, and as a part of the effort to ‘liberate’ the disputed Shebaa Farms. Hezbollah’s tactics included attempts to kidnap IDF soldiers, firing mortar shells and anti-tank missiles, and laying roadside charges. The IDF top brass were split between those who thought the Israeli response should be fierce, in line with Barak’s earlier emphasis on deterrence, and those who supported a defensive posture owing to the low level of civilian and military casualties Israel had sustained since the 2000 withdrawal. Losses had fallen from some 17 soldiers a year during 1985–2000 to a total of 17 between 2000 and 2006. Successive Israeli governments—under Barak, Ariel Sharon and Ehud Olmert (until July 2006)—sided with the ‘defensive’ school of thought, thereby eroding the deterrence component in Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah.

What, then, was Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah from 2000 to 2006, and to what extent did it exhibit the transferable principles of containment? Both Kennan and US strategists after the Cold War deemed either accommodation or appeasement of the USSR or rogue states, respectively, unviable. Similarly, for Israel, appeasement, accommodation and political dialogue were unviable in the face of Hezbollah’s staunch anti-Zionist and anti-Judaic stance, its long-standing conflict with Israel and its close relations with Iran.

Kennan had assumed that total war would be dangerous, even deadly, for the United States, and US strategists felt full-blown conflict with a rogue state to be extremely undesirable. Likewise, total war with Hezbollah was seen as perilous by Israel’s government. With the second Palestinian intifada under way, the Barak and Sharon governments were reluctant to open a second front in northern Israel—not least because it would probably result in Hezbollah’s launching wide-scale rocket attacks on Israeli military and civilian targets, against which Israel had no effective means of defence. In addition, rocket attacks would have undermined the economic and security improvements experienced in northern Israel since the withdrawal from Lebanon. Thus, in a fashion similar to US containment policy, Israel’s policy towards Hezbollah was a third way between unviable accommodation and undesirable war.

Another principle of containment reflected in Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah was exacerbation of the opponent’s internal contradictions. Hezbollah’s...
internal tensions derived from two parallel processes in the movement. From the late 1980s, Hezbollah had tried to integrate with Lebanon’s political institutions, while its identity and practice remained based on the notion of an armed resistance movement struggling against Israel and the West.43 Until Israel’s withdrawal in 2000, Hezbollah’s political integration and insistence on militancy were reconcilable, perhaps even mutually reinforcing. The armed struggle bolstered Hezbollah’s standing in Lebanon’s Shi’i community and strengthened its position in Lebanese public opinion. The Lebanese government officially endorsed Hezbollah’s continued resistance to Israeli occupation of south Lebanon as a national resistance effort, not just as representing Hezbollah’s own aspirations and material interests.44

Israel’s withdrawal from Lebanon prompted a change in this situation. Since Hezbollah’s military activity had achieved its goal of Israeli withdrawal, various groups in Lebanon called on Hezbollah to halt its attacks on Israel, and to disarm.45 This internal pressure was compounded by external demands. Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1559 of September 2004, initiated by the United States and France, called for a ‘disbanding and disarmament of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias’.46 Thus, whereas during the years of the Security Zone Hezbollah’s military attacks against Israel were congruent with its establishment as a political force in Lebanon, from 2000 tensions between the two strands of its purpose developed.

Israel’s then defence minister, Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, and Sharon’s Chief of Staff, Dov Weisglass, along with the Winograd Commission and independent journalistic sources, confirmed that, like containment, Israel’s policy was to exacerbate these tensions by depriving Hezbollah of legitimacy (which conflict escalation would have afforded) to continue its attacks on Israel.47 Accordingly, large-scale military force was reduced and engagements with Hezbollah were more often responses to an attack. Reprisals generally were limited to artillery and air strikes on Hezbollah and Syrian targets, and reconnaissance flights over Lebanon. To minimize friction, the IDF was ordered to withdraw its units from the international border and deploy them in rearguard positions.48

However, in some respects Israel’s foreign policy towards Hezbollah diverted from the transferable principles of containment. Kennan stressed that containment

45 See e.g. Gibran Tueni, quoted in Norton, Hezbollah, p. 118; Walid Jumblatt, leader of the Lebanese Druze, and Al-Mustakbal, the newspaper of Lebanon’s then prime minister, Rafiq al-Hariri, also criticized Hezbollah. See Eyal Zisser, ‘Hizballah and Israel: strategic threat on the northern border’, Israel Affairs 12: 1, 2006, p. 98.
48 On the limited use of force, see Winograd Commission, Interim report, pp. 46–9; Harel and Issacharoff, Spider webs, pp. 69–77, 136–9; Daniel Sobelman, ‘New rules of the game: Israel and Hezbollah after the withdrawal from Lebanon’, memorandum no. 69 (Tel Aviv: Jaffe Centre for Strategic Studies, 2004).
involved pressure exerted by multiple foreign policy tools, in order to generate political change in an adversary. But the foreign policy tools Israel could employ towards Hezbollah, and the ability to generate political change in the movement, were limited. Israel’s botched attempt to install Bashir Gemayel as Lebanon’s president in 1982, and its desertion of the South Lebanon Army, rendered Israeli attempts at political engineering in Lebanon ineffective. Consequently, Israel was unable to exploit the differences that were emerging between Hezbollah and other political groups in Lebanon, or to employ economic carrots and sticks towards Hezbollah. Personal considerations also had a limiting effect. Barak could not afford an escalation of conflict across the northern border since this would question his judgement that unilaterally withdrawing the IDF from Lebanon would improve Israel’s security. Sharon, who had been indicted by the Kahane Commission for his role in Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon, also adopted a cautious approach to Hezbollah.49

Notwithstanding the diminution, noted above, of the frequency and lethality of Hezbollah’s attacks following the unilateral withdrawal, by 2006 Israeli foreign policy-makers deemed the impact of limited containment to be weakening; it lacked a deterrence component and its legitimacy base was being eroded by Hezbollah’s repeated violations of UNSCR 1559.50 The assault Hezbollah carried out on 12 July 2006—involving the deaths of three Israeli soldiers, the kidnap of two others, and the shelling of civil and military targets within Israeli sovereign territory—was seen by Israeli foreign policy-makers as epitomizing the increasingly weak impact of limited containment.51

Nonetheless, as documented by the accounts of the debates determining the response to the 12 July assault by Hezbollah, the Israeli reaction did not entail abandoning containment and replacing it with war. Rather, the government authorized the IDF to launch a fierce but limited campaign52—not war—aimed at achieving two goals:53 first, reinforcing the legitimacy base of limited containment by putting pressure on the international community to demand, and on Hezbollah to accept, implementation of UNSCR 1559,54 and second, re-establishing Israeli deterrence.55 Deterrence would be achieved via punishment—using military force offensively to ‘persuade an opponent that the risk/cost of an undesirable action will exceed any possible gains’.56 Thus Prime Minister Olmert stated in concluding the government meeting authorizing the military response:
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‘We need to exact such a price tag [from Hezbollah] that no one will want to mess with us.’57

However, owing to flawed implementation the campaign snowballed into full-blown conflict;58 even so, in line with the original aims, this produced a containing effect rather than marking the end of containment and its replacement by war. Between August 2006 and the time of writing, Hezbollah has not launched a single offensive against Israel, despite restoration of its military capabilities, failure to ‘liberate’ the Shebaa Farms, and accusations that Israel had assassinated Hezbollah’s former chief of staff, Imad Mughniyeh, that prompted avowals to avenge his death.

In terms of the principles of containment, Hezbollah’s mellowed behaviour is attributed to two factors. The first is the enhanced element of deterrence in Israel’s policy of containment, as reflected in comments made by Hasan Nasseralla, general secretary of Hezbollah, immediately after the 2006 conflict, to the effect that ‘had he anticipated Israel’s response to the 12 July attack, he would not have authorized this assault’.59 Other factors, for example related to Lebanese domestic politics, and to Iran and Syria, may have had an impact on Hezbollah’s inaction towards Israel, which is unprecedented since the organization was established in 1982. However, these factors were constant throughout the period 2000–2006, and yet did not produce the inaction by Hezbollah witnessed following the use of force in the 2006 conflict, suggesting that that use of force played a decisive role in producing the containing effect on Hezbollah’s behaviour. Second, annual UN monitoring reports demonstrate that the legitimacy base of Israel’s foreign policy of containment, in the form of UNSCR 1701, is far more robust than before July 2006 under UNSCR 1559,60 reinforcing what Barak termed the invisible barrier (of legitimacy) between the IDF and Hezbollah forces.

**Containing Hamas**

Hamas’s victory in the January 2006 Palestinian parliamentary and legislative elections resulted in a situation of dual power in the occupied territories.61 Fatah, Hamas’s main rival, retained control over the Palestinian Authority (PA) presidency, the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) and the PA security forces—the chief source of formal power within the PA. Hamas gained control over the Palestinian Council and the PA government,62 enabling it to extend
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its international footprint. Hamas’s leaders engaged with international public opinion via Arab, Israeli and western media outlets. In addition, in bypassing the PLO, Hamas sought to conduct official diplomacy on behalf of the Palestinians with those states that recognized its government. Mahmoud al-Zahar, Hamas’s foreign minister, corresponded with the UN secretary general over the Hamas-led government’s relationship with Israel. However, Hamas refused to accept the conditions set by the Quartet (US, UN, Russia and EU) for continued assistance to the PA government, namely: renunciation of violence against Israel, recognition of Israel’s right to exist, and acceptance of the Israel–PLO peace agreements.

The Israeli government that took office in March 2006, led by Ehud Olmert’s Kadima party, was tasked with formulating foreign policy towards the Hamas-led PA government. At the time, the government’s policy was informed by Israel’s previous unilateral withdrawals from south Lebanon and the Gaza Strip (the latter in August 2005). The Olmert government sought to implement the ‘convergence plan’, which entailed another unilateral withdrawal, from the West Bank, within 18 months, should the Hamas-led government not accept the Quartet’s conditions.

What was Israel’s policy in the interim and to what extent did it exhibit the transferable principles of containment? The option of accommodation was unviable because Israel’s condition for negotiation was that Hamas should accept the Quartet’s conditions. This Hamas could not do without backtracking politically and risking internal division. The other option, of full-blown conflict with the Hamas-led government, was deemed perilous. A possible humanitarian crisis or the PA’s collapse would have led to the resumption of full-scale violence, enforced Israel’s assumption of responsibility for the ungoverned territories, and provoked an extremely hostile international response. Thus, like containment, Israel’s policy towards Hamas was an alternative to accommodation and war.

Israeli policy further corresponded to Kennan’s formulation in that Israel employed measures short of war by implementing containment. Israel coordinated a
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64 These included Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Japan, Pakistan, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Turkey: ICG, Palestinians, Israel and the Quartet, p. 2.
65 ICG, Palestinians, Israel and the Quartet, p. 4.
71 ICG, Palestinians, Israel and the Quartet, p. 24.
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diplomatic embargo with the European Union and the United States. It also used economic means: freezes on taxes, tariffs and other fees collected on behalf of the PA and transferred monthly. Quartet envoy and former World Bank president James Wolfensohn estimated that this measure alone reduced the PA’s revenue by 30 per cent. Restrictions at the crossing points with Gaza were tightened, Gazan workers were banned from entering Israel, and the customs envelope allowing goods from Gaza and the West Bank to enter Israel was closed. The impact of Israel’s economic measures was exacerbated by the US and EU severing economic ties with the Hamas-led PA government, resulting in significant foreign aid reductions and restrictions on the banks dealing with the PA, making transfer of the (diminishing) available funds to the PA and the Palestinians extremely difficult.

Economic and diplomatic pressures were compounded by the use of military force, including targeted killings and arrests of Hamas members, and intermittent incursions into, and artillery bombardments of, Gaza. The main incursions included Operation Southern Arrow (launched 4 April 2006) and Operation Summer Rains (launched 27 June 2006, following the kidnap of Corporal Gilad Shalit).

While the pressure from Israel was severe, it was not designed materially to destroy the Hamas-led regime: amid rocket attacks in the western Negev, and periodic suicide bombings, Israel’s top brass resisted calls to topple the Hamas government and/or reoccupy Gaza. Also, despite the severe economic restrictions, Israel allowed foreign agencies to provide aid that would prevent complete economic meltdown. It actively courted UN agencies aiding the Palestinians, financed a UN institution in Gaza and, together with the US and others, backed expansion of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA), long a target of Israeli criticism.

Recalling the transferable principles of containment helps to explain the goals Israel might have hoped to achieve through this policy. Kennan believed that political and military containment was achievable through pressure exerted via multiple foreign policy tools designed to exacerbate the adversary’s internal contradictions. For Hamas, the further its political identity and practice veered from the Quartet’s conditions, the greater the material challenge to its ability to govern, and vice versa. In terms of the transferable principles of containment, Israel’s foreign policy is conceived here as designed to exacerbate this tension in order to reduce the military challenge—defined in terms of scope, frequency and lethality of attacks—posed by Hamas. Like the stance adopted towards Hezbollah in the same period, Israel’s foreign policy towards Hamas was initially one of limited containment.

74 Quoted in ICG, Palestinians, Israel and the Quartet, p. 22.
76 Esposito, ‘Quarterly update’, pp. 103–11.
78 ICG, Palestinians, Israel and the Quartet, p. 25.
However, the conflict between Israel and Hezbollah of July–August 2006 prompted the Israeli government to halt plans for another unilateral act and to use limited containment as an interim measure. Retired military generals, politicians, and the public drew the link between the eruption of war, its outcome, and Israel’s unilateral withdrawals from south Lebanon and Gaza. Critics argued that, contrary to the promises made by the Barak, Sharon and Olmert governments, Israel’s unilateralist measures yielded neither political nor security gains, but rather exacerbated Israel’s security challenges.

Israeli declarations and actions following the abandonment of unilateralism reflect a subtle yet significant shift in Israel’s foreign policy towards Hamas. In an important policy speech, Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni clarified that Israeli foreign policy since August 2006 was aimed at reducing the security challenge posed by Hamas and exerting pressure to achieve a specific balance: promoting regime change in the PA through elections and/or a shift in Hamas’s stance, but without, in the process, destroying the PA’s institutions. Livni emphasized that changes in Hamas’s behaviour would be measured by its acceptance of the Quartet’s conditions.

Israel’s use of economic, military and diplomatic foreign policy tools reflects the aims and balance outlined by Livni. The economic sanctions (including banking constraints) imposed on the Hamas-led PA government by the US and EU, and the blockade on Gaza, were maintained. However, Israel also approved measures designed to avert humanitarian disaster and prevent the collapse of the PA, such as the EU’s Temporary International Mechanism (TIM): a financial construct allowing money to be channelled to the Palestinians, bypassing the Hamas government and its institutions.

The balance Israel sought between generating political change and preventing collapse of the PA was also reflected in its use of military force. The IDF continued to fire artillery, carry out air raids and intermittent incursions into Gaza, and assassinate and arrest Hamas members. Hamas, in turn, continued its suicide bombings (although with less frequency) and fired rockets on Israeli towns and villages. But instead of these skirmishes escalating into war, military confrontation between Israel and Hamas followed a predictable, contained pattern: fighting...
was confined mainly to West Negev and Gaza, and was not continuous but interspersed with periods of ceasefire.  

In relation to containment’s transferable principles, the change in Israel’s foreign policy demonstrates that with the abandonment of unilateralism Israeli foreign policy underwent a shift from a form of limited containment to comprehensive containment: keeping the opponent’s political influence and military challenge within defined limits and using containment to generate political change in the opponent, while employing multiple foreign policy tools.

This shift to comprehensive containment was reflected not just in how diplomatic, economic and military pressure was used to influence Hamas. In the context of the communist movement, Kennan argued that encouraging fractures was crucial in order to highlight the USSR’s internal contradictions. Similarly, Israel, backed by the US and the EU, sought to create fissures in the Palestinian national movement. The distinction between Abbas and his Fatah party, branded ‘moderates’, and Hamas, rendered as ‘extremist’, was central to this effort. These classifications were not just a matter of semantics, for they translated into material support for Fatah: US$100 million worth of tax revenues held by Israel was transferred via the PA presidential office. Also, Israel and the United States agreed to bolster Abbas’s security forces to counter Hamas’s military capability, especially the recently formed Executive Security Force.

The shift in Israel’s foreign policy towards Hamas from limited to comprehensive containment was temporarily put on hold following the February 2007 Mecca Accord between Fatah and Hamas, which involved the formation of a Palestinian National Unity Government (PNUG). Various countries supported


88 The US, with Israel’s agreement, offered to finance enlargement of Abbas’s elite presidential guard from 3,000 to 6,000, and in January 2007 Congress approved a US$86.3 million assistance package. See US Department of State, ‘Congressional notification transmittal sheet’, June 2007, quoted in ICG, After Gaza, Middle East Report no. 68 (Brussels, Aug. 2007), p. 9.
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the PNUG, though Israel regarded it as a setback. However, tensions between Fatah and Hamas over who would control the Palestinian security forces persisted, culminating in Hamas’s military takeover of Gaza on 14 June 2007, after which President Abbas dissolved the PNUG.

Israel’s foreign policy towards Hamas after the collapse of the PNUG reflects a more pronounced shift from limited to comprehensive containment—manifested, for example, by Israel’s greater use of the pre-Mecca Accord tactic of widening the cracks within the Palestinian national movement. Prime Minister Olmert stated that ‘a clear distinction could be made between Hamas “extremists” and Fatah-dominated PA “moderates”’, and Foreign Minister Livni announced that the international community and Israel should bolster the moderates by providing ‘money [and] arms, easing conditions, [and] opening border crossings’. Reflecting the effort to deepen the divisions within the Palestinian national movement, in September 2007 Gaza was declared a ‘hostile entity controlled by a terrorist organisation’.

Another manifestation of the same shift was the further exacerbation of the internal contradiction Hamas faced following its 2006 election victory: the increasing material challenge to its ability to govern entailed by its refusal to accept the Quartet’s conditions. To achieve this, Israel increased its pressure on Hamas and the territory it sought to control in Gaza, with the aim, according to Israeli foreign policy-makers, of ‘weaken[ing] Hamas to the point that it would be ousted by the Palestinians’. To this end, Israel increased its use of military force towards Gaza. Fighting waxed and waned, but although it was still confined mainly to Gaza and the western Negev, the overall trajectory in the Israel–Hamas military confrontation between June 2007 and December 2008 was towards intensified conflict. Simultaneously, Israel maintained its economic sanctions on Hamas and enforced tighter closure of Gaza, which, according to the Palestinian
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90 For example, Norway, Qatar and Saudi Arabia jointly transferred an estimated US$160 million to the PA. Even the US transferred funds to a PLO account managed by the then finance minister Salam Fayad. ICG, After Gaza, p. 3.
91 Foreign Minister Livni, address to the Israeli Council of Foreign Relations, 24 June 2007.
94 Foreign Minister Livni, address to the Israeli Council of Foreign Relations, 24 June 2007.
98 After prolonged military clashes between April 2007 and June 2008 a ceasefire was signed and maintained until December 2008. See ‘Israel and Hamas ceasefire begins’, BBC, 19 June 2008.
trade centre and the World Bank, experienced a dramatic slowdown in economic activity. 99

A third manifestation involved Israel’s attempts to create in the West Bank an alternative socio-economic and political model to that of Hamas in Gaza. Israel’s policy-makers described it as creating a political horizon, and Livni commented that it made it ‘possible for the moderate elements to come to the Palestinian people and say, “we are the only ones who can, in addition to immediate relief, also give you a future, a future of peace, with a state of our own, a future in which we can make progress with Israel”’.100 Several measures were used to create this alternative socio-economic model, including encouraging West Bank trade with Israel and neighbouring countries; supporting infrastructure projects that could be rapidly implemented and would have long-term impact; and facilitating regular transfers of the tax and VAT revenues withheld by Israel from the PA since 2006.101 Donor countries complemented these actions with pledges to the PA totalling US$7.4 billion, to be disbursed over three years.102 Actions were taken to consolidate the PA’s security forces, including strengthening civil security forces; organizing, training and upgrading the Palestinian National Security Forces (PNSF) (undertaken by US envoy General Keith Dayton); and an international initiative to train four PNSF battalions in Jordan.103

While Israel hailed these measures as huge successes, the World Bank summarized the period from June 2007 to first quarter 2009 less positively:

In [the current] policy environment and pending a political resolution to the conflict, aid should be recognised for what it is—more of a stabilising measure, slowing down socio-economic decline, than a catalyst for sustainable economic development. Large amounts of donor aid have produced insignificant growth and an increase in economic dependency, despite the consistent improvement in PA governance and security.104

Even were the change in the West Bank as modest as the World Bank claimed, it was an alternative to what Gazans had been experiencing: sanctions on Hamas, closure, fierce fighting and high death tolls. As such, the policy of propping up the West Bank reflected another transferable principle of containment. Kennan attributed great importance to the creation in Europe of alternative and more


successful models than the USSR, believing this would expose the deficiencies of the USSR and erode the regime’s legitimacy. Similarly, Israel sought to create in the West Bank an alternative socio-economic and political reality to that in Gaza. Of course, the context was far removed from that of ideological competition between communism and capitalism. Nevertheless, Israel’s foreign policy tools were employed in the context of a competition between two political approaches to leading the Palestinian national movement and conducting its external relations: on the one hand, the combination of political Islam and ‘resistance’ to Israel and the West offered by Hamas; on the other hand, the mixture of state-building and engagement with Israel and the West proposed by the Fatah-led PA. In this context, Israel’s policy is perceived as designed to undermine the legitimacy and credibility of the political programme offered by the contained entity, Hamas, by shoring up its rival, Fatah, and the political alternative it represented.

Hamas responded to Israel’s three-pronged policy of comprehensive containment by firing more and longer-range rockets on Israeli towns and villages, and highlighting the human toll exacted by Israel’s foreign policy of comprehensive containment. On the night of 22 January 2008 Hamas militants set off a series of explosions along the border wall with Egypt, allowing a human wave to surge across the frontier into Egypt. This mass of people streaming through the broken wall to stock up on basic supplies highlighted the plight of Gaza as a result of Israeli measures.

Israel’s comprehensive containment and Hamas’s response are worth considering in the light of the discussion earlier in this article on the role of legitimacy as a component of containment towards the USSR and its absence in US containment of Iraq. Israel’s policy of comprehensive containment was similarly undermined by Hamas’s ability to reduce the legitimacy of that policy by highlighting the plight of Gazans, and by Israeli actions obstructing the longer-term Palestinian aspiration of statehood, for example the construction of settlements between 2007 and 2009, and the paucity of confidence-building measures in the PA.

We now turn to examine in terms of containment the Israeli decision to launch operation Cast Lead (December 2008 to January 2009) and its implementation. Operation Cast Lead was planned in advance, forming part of Israel’s broader strategy towards Hamas. Comments made in March 2008, prior to the launch
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105 In 2007, 896 rockets were fired on Israel. Between January and May 2008, 839 rockets were fired. See ‘Anti-Israeli terrorism in 2007 and its trends in 2008’, p. 11. Following the ceasefire signed in June 2008 there was a sharp drop in attacks until it expired in December 2008.


108 This was evident, for instance, in Israel’s extremely limited responses to PA requests to release Palestinian prisoners. For details see Michelle Esposito, ‘Quarterly update on conflict and diplomacy’, Journal of Palestine Studies 38: 2, 2009, p. 129.
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of the operation, by Gadi Eisenkott, then Chief of the Northern Command, and other non-serving but well-placed military thinkers provide insights into the logic informing the use of military force in Operation Cast Lead. Specifically, there was a conviction that Hezbollah and Hamas could be deterred by infliction of punishment, destruction of assets and civilian infrastructures, and pressure on the civilian population through military activity. This conviction was articulated in the Dahiya doctrine—a plan developed and approved following the destruction wrought by the IDF on Hezbollah’s headquarters in Dahiya, south Beirut, during the 2006 conflict.

The tactics used by the IDF during Operation Cast Lead reflected the logic encapsulated in the Dahiya doctrine. Although independent sources have confirmed that Israel did not target civilians as a matter of policy, the military offensive exerted immense pressure on the civilian population in Gaza. Palestinian deaths (mostly civilians) amounted to more than 1,300. Similarly, although there is a charged debate over the legality of Israeli attacks on private property and civilian infrastructure, the destruction of mosques, government buildings, UNRWA installations, and food production, water and sewage facilities is undisputed. Indeed, Israeli air force data state that ‘99 percent of the firing that was carried out hit targets accurately’, meaning that the damage inflicted during the first week of the aerial attacks was intentional not collateral. Intensive use of unarmed aerial vehicles during the ground phase of the operation suggests that high levels of accuracy in managing firepower were maintained. Crucially, although Israel deployed large ground forces in Gaza from the second week of the operation it did not, as a break from containment would require, attempt to reoccupy the area and topple the Hamas government.

Several statements made by key Israeli policy-makers during Operation Cast Lead reflect the principles of the Dahiya doctrine and the aims Israel sought to achieve by the military tactics it pursued, linking massive use of offensive military force to increasing Israeli deterrence via punishment. Most significantly among...
several declarations made during the operation,117 in a cabinet communiqué justifying the end of the operation the government reiterated the aim of ‘creating deterrence against further terrorist attacks’ as a central objective of the operation. Furthermore, it stated that ‘the strikes have . . . created significant Israeli deterrence, the impact of which will become apparent after the Hamas leadership has surfaced and seen the extent of the damage done to its assets’.118 The significance of this communiqué lies in that, reflecting the Dahiya doctrine, it makes a causal link between the damage inflicted on Hamas assets by the IDF and increasing Israeli deterrence towards the organization.

Following Operation Cast Lead the number of showcase terrorist attacks and the amount of mortar shell fire and rocket fire launched from the Gaza Strip decreased to an unprecedented low that lasted from 2006 to the time of writing.119 It is interesting to explore this outcome in view of the discussion above about the transferability of containment, which would attribute Hamas’s mellowed behaviour to the increased deterrence component in Israel’s comprehensive containment policy after Cast Lead. Other factors, for example relations between Hamas and Egypt and internal Palestinian politics, may have also had an impact. However, these factors were constant throughout the 2006–2009 period, but did not produce the same drop in attacks by Hamas as that witnessed following the use of force in Operation Cast Lead,120 suggesting that the latter played a decisive role in producing the containing effect on Hamas’s behaviour. However, unlike Israel’s policy towards Hezbollah after 2006, Israel’s foreign policy towards Hamas following Cast Lead lacked international legitimacy. In fact, the huge human toll it exacted prompted fierce criticism from allies,121 international agencies122 and media outlets, thereby exacerbating the legitimacy deficit attaching to comprehensive containment since 2006. Consistent with Kennan’s formulation, this difference helps to explain why limited containment (towards Hezbollah), exhibiting an enhanced component of deterrence and a more robust legitimacy base, proved to be more effective after 2006 than comprehensive containment (towards Hamas), exhibiting a greater deterrence component but suffering from a legitimacy deficit.


120 Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ‘Terrorism from the Gaza Strip since Operation Cast Lead’.


122 Though tempered by the retraction of Judge Goldstone in the Washington Post op-ed, the Goldstone Report still epitomizes the trend.
Conclusion

In some respects, transfer of the principles of containment from state level to state/territorial TNA level is straightforward. Containment emerges as a third way between peace and total war. The rationale for containment is that the containing and contained entities have a common perception of risk; common aspirations to survive as political entities; and decision-making frameworks for managing and responding to containment. Under these conditions, containment can be directed towards different types of actors: a revolutionary state, one or more rogue states, or a territorial TNA such as Hezbollah or Hamas.

Precisely because Hamas and Hezbollah were perceived as rational actors capable of making decisions, Israeli policy sought to exacerbate their internal contradictions. In this respect, too, containment emerges as transferable from state level to the state/territorial TNA relationship. However, what enabled Israel to treat Hezbollah and Hamas as rational actors was not merely their status as territorial TNA, but crucially their wish to integrate into the political institutions of their respective societies. This would suggest that containment cannot be applied to all territorial TNA; Al-Qaeda, for example, was based in Afghanistan prior to the 9/11 attacks, but did not aspire to establish a role for itself in government. It is rather the combination of being a territorial TNA and seeking to participate in political institutions that creates the conditions whereby a territorial TNA may be contained by exacerbating its international contradictions.

Likewise, the use of a massive military offensive to bolster containment by enhancing its deterrence component through punishment was dependent on Hamas and Hezbollah being territorial TNAs and integrated in the political processes in their respective societies. Unlike the US replacement of containment with pre-emption and war, Israel’s massive military offensives in 2006 and 2008 were designed to enhance deterrence and produce a containing effect. The behaviour of Hezbollah and Hamas following these conflicts suggests that in this respect too Kennan’s formulation, in which the use of military force is integral to containment in enhancing deterrence and making political positions more credible, is transferable from the state level to the state/territorial TNA relationship.

In some respects, however, Israel’s containment of Hezbollah and Hamas differs from Kennan’s formulation. Territorial TNA, such as Hezbollah and Hamas, do not pose the same ideological challenge as was posed by the USSR to the US during the Cold War. We might ask: what was Israel seeking to contain? Following the Cold War, political containment of the revolutionary rival state, the USSR, was replaced by the rationale of containment to meet the challenges posed by rogue states to US national security. Israel’s foreign policy of limited and comprehensive containment, which was aimed at keeping within confines the security threats posed by Hezbollah and Hamas, suggests that this trend of using containment to deal with challenges to national security persisted when containment was employed towards territorial TNAs.

Another difference concerns the place of legitimacy as a component of containment. Kennan was preoccupied with the issue of legitimacy. However, given that
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Soviet leadership was considered a worse alternative to US leadership, Kennan was concerned less with ‘international legitimacy’ than with consistent containment based on US domestic values. The US and Israeli experiences of containment towards, respectively, Iraq, and Hezbollah and Hamas, represent a refinement to Kennan’s thinking. By the late 1990s, the US policy of dual containment was coming under international scrutiny, especially on humanitarian grounds. The legitimacy of Israel’s comprehensive containment was tainted by failure to offer the Palestinians what Livni termed a ‘political horizon’, and by the toll it took on Palestinians in Gaza, which attracted international criticism on humanitarian grounds.

The lack of legitimacy of Israel’s policy towards Hamas contrasted sharply with the emphasis on legitimacy in Israel’s limited containment of Hezbollah. Prime Minister Barak envisaged unilateral withdrawal from Lebanon, in accordance with UN Resolution 425, as creating an ‘invisible barrier’ between Hezbollah and the IDF. This barrier may not have been impermeable, but surely was a major influence on Hezbollah’s behaviour. Thus, although Israel did not take significant measures to increase its deterrence, during 2000–2006 Hezbollah attacks on Israeli targets decreased substantially. Since the end of the 2006 conflict and the passing of UNSCR 1701, Hezbollah has not carried out any attacks against Israel. These findings suggest that since the end of the Cold War, international legitimacy has a crucial bearing on the success of containment. In particular, when civilians suffer the impact of sanctions and military operations, international criticism on humanitarian grounds will undermine the ability to contain the political influence and military challenges posed by an opponent. Lack of legitimacy further reduces the capacity of containment to engineer the opponent’s downfall.